Introduction {#sec1}
============

Vision scientists frequently use two-dimensional (2D) stimuli to examine the complexity of visual processing in humans. These types of stimuli offer the comfort of highly controlled experimentation at the expense of ecological validity. The use of such stimuli has led to numerous discoveries of perception-altering visual illusions. Illusions often provide insight into the mechanisms underlying vision and perception based upon their fundamental properties such as motion ([@bib2]; [@bib32]), size ([@bib5]; [@bib14]; [@bib18]), spatial representation ([@bib3]; [@bib29]), and viewing angle ([@bib12]; [@bib24]; [@bib27]). Although some illusions hint at a grossly distorted perceptual experience, real-world viewing conditions may mitigate these effects. The focus of the present study is a little-studied illusion with broad potential ramifications for real-world perception: object-based warping.

The initial report of this effect ([@bib37]) demonstrated that an object seems to warp the visual perception of distance. To investigate this empirically, participants were asked to reproduce the distance between two stationary red dots on a computer monitor with a second set of red dots they could manipulate using a mouse. On some trials, the stationary dots were superimposed on, or surrounded by, various geometric shapes. When performed without bounding objects, participants overestimated the actual distance between dots by 3.8%. When the reference dots were superimposed on a black rectangle (arguably the strongest object condition), the overestimation rate was 17.1%. Similar results were observed when the dots appeared on two separated rectangles as well as a rectangle bisected by a white rectangle.

[@bib37] raised two possible explanations for what they termed the "object-based warping" effect: attention and visual representation. Judging the dots' spacing requires attention to the surrounding area. Examinations of object-based attention have shown that basic 2D shapes ([@bib6]; [@bib7]; [@bib22]) and objects embedded in real-world scenes ([@bib16]) can influence attention. This finding suggests that attending to the space between dots requires attending to the object encapsulating that space. Furthermore, attention has been linked to spatial distortions ([@bib8]; [@bib15]; [@bib33]), meaning that the warping of perceived space might be the result of attentional distribution on bounding objects. Similar to attention, studies of the visual cortex suggest that figure regions are preferred to ground regions ([@bib13]; [@bib17]). This preference for figures leads to an exaggerated cortical representation of objects that might result in perceptual warping. Although these explanations were raised separately, the authors note that attention and visual cortex activity are potentially joint factors that lead to object-based warping. Both proposals make a critical assumption that the phenomenon is ubiquitous and should occur in more natural settings/scenes.

The present study sought to determine whether warping occurs in natural environments. Experiments were designed to examine how natural observation and response influence object-based warping. The initial experiment tests for object-based warping with physical objects. Given that real objects are difficult to systematically manipulate in a controlled manner, follow-up experiments used virtual reality (VR), affording an opportunity to manipulate object placement in a virtual three-dimensional (3D) space while maintaining a high degree of control over the environment.

There are a number of reasons to believe that this warping phenomenon might only manifest in highly artificial stimuli. First, it has been suggested that the adaptation of 2D experiments to 3D or stereoscopic contexts can benefit task performance involving position or distance judgments ([@bib19]). These findings suggest that replicating object-based warping in naturalistic scenes is not a given; in contrast, warping is not directly attributed to object measurement accuracy, but the relative judgments of distances within versus outside a figure. Researchers studying object measurements at varying distances observed that mean object sizes were overestimated when placed at a remote distance relative to the observer ([@bib35]), which suggests that spatial warping might increase with greater distances from the viewer. Previous studies have also found that differences in response modality can alter perception and change task outcomes ([@bib4]; [@bib20]; [@bib31]). This discovery is relevant given that response modality may influence perception and performance on the task. Finally, it is worth noting that, although some research is beginning to address the influence of head movements on perception ([@bib11]), there is little known about the role head motion plays on perception. Knowing that these variables could impact perception in natural scenes, our experiments address the role of viewing distance, response modality, and head movements as they relate to object-based warping.

The immediate goal of the present study was to explore whether the warping illusion extends to physical 3D objects ([Experiment 1](#sec2){ref-type="sec"}) and virtual displays ([Experiments 2](#sec3){ref-type="sec"}--[4](#sec5){ref-type="sec"}), with the secondary goal of determining how the illusion would be impacted by various manipulations of display and response type. The conditions investigated within the experiments were Object Type, Viewing Distance, Dot Distance, Visual Orientation, and Response Modality.

Experiment 1 {#sec2}
============

In [Experiment 1](#sec2){ref-type="sec"}, we sought evidence that object-based warping might occur in real-world stimuli by 3D printing shapes with fixed spacing between reference points and asking participants to judge those spaces with a 3D-printed device.

Methods {#sec2-1}
-------

### Participants {#sec2-1-1}

Seventeen subjects from the University of Delaware community completed this experiment for payment. [Experiment 1](#sec2){ref-type="sec"} methods were approved by University of Delaware\'s Institutional Review Board.

### Materials {#sec2-1-2}

Two reference stimuli sets (a one*-*object set and a two-object set) and one adjustment device were created using Tinkercad (Autodesk, 2019; <https://www.tinkercad.com/>). The stimuli were then 3D printed using an Ultimaker 3 3D printer ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Actual 3D-printed stimulus sets. (Top left) Two-objects reference set. (Top right) One-object reference set. (Bottom) Adjustment set.](jovi-20-6-16-f001){#fig1}

The one-object stimulus set consisted of (1) a base (100 mm × 100 mm) printed in black filament with two depressions on the surface, and (2) a single "object" (20 mm × 60 mm) printed in silver-gray filament, the underside of which slotted into the depressions on the black surface. Two red dots were printed embedded into the surface of the object (using the dual extrusion printhead, so that the dots were fully incorporated into the object). The outer-edge to outer-edge spacing of the red dots was 41.75 (40 mm center-to-center). The two-object stimulus set consisted of (1) an identical black base and (2) two square-shaped silver-gray objects (each 20 mm × 20 mm) that slotted into the base such that the outer-edge to outer-edge distance was 60 mm. Each square had one red dot printed on the surface in the center of the square, with the same center-to-center distance of these red dots of 40 mm, as in the single-object case (41.75 mm outer-edge to outer-edge). All distances were verified using electronic calipers; variance in printing caused errors of less than 0.2 mm in all cases.

The adjustment stimuli consisted of a black rail upon which rested two smaller rectangular silver-gray objects. The two adjustment objects each had a red dot of the same size and shape as the ones on the reference stimulus sets embedded on their surfaces. The dot stimuli could be moved back and forth along the rail, which was used for stabilization. At their closest possible spacing, the outer-edge to outer-edge distance of the dots was 10 mm, and at their farthest spacing without falling off the rail their distance was 168 mm.

### Procedure {#sec2-1-3}

The subject was seated at a table. A cardboard barrier was used to hide stimuli not in use. At the start of each trial, the experimenter set the adjustment objects to be either maximally proximal or maximally distant, according the current trial condition. The adjustment stimuli were placed directly in front of the subject. Then, the reference object for the current trial condition was placed at approximately arm\'s reach from the subject. The subject adjusted the adjustment stimuli until the red dots appeared to be as far apart from one another as those on the reference stimuli. This procedure was untimed and done at the subject\'s own pace. Once the subject indicated they were finished, the experimenter withdrew the adjustment device to behind the occluder, measured the distance (in millimeters) between the red dots using electronic calipers, recording the estimated outer-edge to outer-edge distance. The reference item was removed before beginning the next trial\'s procedure.

There were four conditions, each presented once in a single trial. The conditions represented the crossing of two factors: object (single or double) and initial adjustment spacing (far or near). Trials alternated between presentation of the single or double object, constraining presentation sequences to 16 possible orderings of the four conditions. Each iteration was presented to one subject. Owing to accidental oversampling by one subject, one ordering was presented twice (exclusions of the oversampled results had negligible effects on estimates/statistics, so we report results from all 17 subjects here).

Results {#sec2-2}
-------

### Approach and corrections {#sec2-2-1}

We entered the data into a 2 (starting position of adjustment dots: near vs. far) × 2 (object: one or two) repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). Neither the main effect of initial spacing nor the interaction of spacing with object neared significance (both *F* \< 1); therefore, we averaged over the initial spacing conditions and report the paired *t* test between object conditions for the sake of simplicity.

### Analyses {#sec2-2-2}

Spacing was significantly overestimated under both conditions, compared with the actual spacing of 41.75 mm (both *p* \< .001, one-sample *t* tests). However, subjects reported the two dots as farther apart when they appeared in the one-object condition (*M* = 53.0 mm, *SD* = 4.3 mm) than in the two-object condition (*M* = 49.0 mm, *SD* = 5.20 mm). The difference of 4.0 mm was significant, t (16) = 4.99, *p* \< .001, Cohen\'s d = 1.21. Only one subject had a numerical difference in the opposite direction from the group average.

Discussion {#sec2-3}
----------

The results of [Experiment 1](#sec2){ref-type="sec"} suggest that object-based warping is robust in real-world 3D objects, with greater overestimation of dot distance in the single-object case (with both red dots on the same object) than in the two-object case (with the dots on different objects). Owing to the time, labor, and expense involved in 3D printing objects, we sought a more flexible approach to examining object-based warping in more realistic contexts. Therefore, we took a VR approach with artificial stimuli in the following experiments.

Experiment 2 {#sec3}
============

The goal of the second experiment was to determine whether the warping illusion also occurs in VR. The three object manipulations that elicited the strongest warping effects were adapted from the original Vickery and Chun study (Rectangle, Separated Rectangle, Occluder) as well as the no-object (Control) condition. This decision was intended to maximize the chances of observing an effect of warping under new viewing conditions. Given that there was uncertainty regarding how viewing distance might alter perception as it relates to warping, two viewing distances were incorporated (Near, Far), with the closer condition approximating the original study\'s display and viewing distance. The distance between dots (Larger, Smaller) was manipulated to determine how minor variations in dot location influence warping given that objects in the real world are viewed at variable distances. This manipulation was based on findings from studies by [@bib36], [@bib37]), which suggest that warping is greatest when dots are equidistant from the object\'s center and borders. The same study suggested that dot locations that deviate away from this central location reduced measures of warping. Finally, viewing orientation (Static, Dynamic) was manipulated between blocks of trials to examine perceptual changes related to head movements with visual updating versus head movements without. The motivation for this final variable stem from concern over VR equipment\'s default state of linking a user\'s head orientation to their virtual visual perspective. Adding immersive properties to VR experiences could also lead to perceptual differences from previous studies, which maintain static stimulus presentation. Including multiple factors could aid explanation of any subtle differences between previous findings and the current experiment.

We predicted that the warping illusion would replicate under all conditions. Specifically, we expected overestimation of dot distance for the Rectangle, Occluder, and Separated Rectangle objects, whereas the mean measurement for the no-object control would not be significantly different from the actual dot distance. Although there was uncertainty regarding how viewing distance, dot distance, and viewing orientation would modulate the effect, warping was still expected under these conditions. With regard to viewing distance, it was expected that farther viewing distances would lead to a decrease in warping, as there would be less visual input to induce a perceptual error. The hypothesis for dot spacing was that the smaller spacing, which held dots centrally at locations equidistant from the center and borders of the Rectangle Object, would lead to greater warping compared with larger spacing as suggested in a follow-up study by [@bib36]). Finally, greater warping was expected in the visually static updates versus dynamic updates of viewing orientation. This expectation is based on receiving additional visual depth cues in the dynamic updates. Vickery and Chun attribute warping to the combination of dots and objects as a single entity, and this should change the percept of dots and objects from a single entity to independent objects. With all of these hypotheses outlined, it should be noted that it was unclear how multiple attributes of VR would interact with the presence and magnitude of the warping effect.

Methods {#sec3-1}
-------

### Participants {#sec3-1-1}

Thirty-nine undergraduate students from the University of Nebraska--Lincoln participated in the study and received course credit for their participation. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were naïve to the purpose of the experiment, which took place in a single 60-minute session. [Experiment 2](#sec3){ref-type="sec"} methods were approved by University of Nebraska-Lincoln\'s Institutional Review Board.

### Materials {#sec3-1-2}

All stimuli are presented in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. Stimuli were designed to best match the parameters of [@bib37] while optimizing for VR presentation (see [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} for an example). An Oculus Rift CV1 headset was used for stimulus presentation in a virtual environment. Experiment and stimuli design occurred in Vizard 5 (WorldViz, Inc., Santa Barbara, CA), a Python programming IDE designed for 3D and VR development.

![Stimuli used in the VR experiments. The diagram in (A) shows all stimuli used in [Experiments 2](#sec2){ref-type="sec"} and [3](#sec3){ref-type="sec"} (No Object, Rectangle, Separated Rectangle, Occluder) and the additional stimuli from [Experiment 4](#sec5){ref-type="sec"} (Merged Occluder). (B) A close-up comparison of the Occluder and Merged Occluder in the Near-Small and Far-Small formats. The difference between the bottom face of the occluding white-rectangle for the Occluder object is evident at near viewing distances, but considerably less so in the far viewing distance.](jovi-20-6-16-f002){#fig2}

![Example of a single trial in the VR experiments with the following characteristics: Rectangle Object, Near Viewing Distance, Small Dot Distance, Static Viewing Orientation*.*](jovi-20-6-16-f003){#fig3}

Vizard uses metric measurements within 3D renderings for accurate portrayals of distance in virtual space. The software also uses a 3D coordinate space based upon anatomical direction. All participants\' viewpoints start at the (*X*, *Y*, *Z*) origin coordinate of (0, 0, 0). A single point light was fixed at coordinate (0, 0, 0) and cast light in all directions. Shadows were enabled for the objects to add visual depth cues. The environment consisted of uniform grey color in all directions. Within the VR environment the only items present were Dots, Objects, and the grey background.

The experiment consisted of four manipulations: Object, Viewing Distance, Dot Distance, and Viewing Orientation. The Objects were a no-object control (Control), a black rectangle (Rectangle), a black rectangle missing its central region (Separated Rectangle), and a horizontal white bar placed in front of a black rectangle (Occluder). Objects can be seen in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. Measurement in VR space is based on meters as the base unit, and 1 meter in VR is designed to be identical to actual measurements outside of VR.[^1^](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} The Viewing Distance manipulation involved viewing reference and manipulation stimuli at either 4 m distance (Near) or 9 m distance (Far) and objects were either at a 4.2 m or 9.2 m distance. Each shape was 0.1 m long in *Z* coordinates. All shapes were centered 1.95 m from the origin coordinate, with reference stimuli and objects being located at coordinates (−1.50 m, 1.25 m) and manipulation stimuli located at (1.5 m, −1.25 m). All black rectangle objects were 1 m tall in *Y* coordinates and 0.5 m wide in *X* coordinates. The Separated Rectangle\'s measurements and location were identical to the Rectangle object, except the top and bottom halves were 0.4 m tall, leaving a 0.2 m gap between halves. The white occluder was 0.2 m tall, 1.0 m wide, and uniquely located at Z coordinates of 4 m or 9 m distance unlike the other objects. The reference and manipulation stimuli, from here on referred to as "Dots," were red, 3D orbs 0.2 m in diameter. In the Dot Distance manipulation, the distance between Dots was 50 cm (Smaller) or 60 cm (Larger). The Viewing Orientation manipulation presented displays as constantly facing forward on the *Z* axis (Static) or updated the display relative to head orientation (Dynamic) based on Oculus Rift motion sensors.

Responses were made with a typical computer mouse, where measurement was performed using the mouse\'s scroll wheel and judgements were indicated using the left button. Pulling the wheel toward the observer lowered the ball, and pushing away raised it. Movements were made in 5-mm intervals, where a continuous pull---or push---of the mouse wheel typically amounted to 5 cm. When they decided on a matched distance, they were to press the left mouse button to move on to the next trial.

### Procedure {#sec3-1-3}

Participants were seated in front of a gaming computer with a VR headset. After receiving instruction on how to apply the headset, the researcher told each participant their task, "Move the dot below another vertically aligned dot in the lower right side of your view until the distance between dots matches the distance between a static set of dots in the upper left corner of your view." Participants were instructed to accomplish the task by using the tracking-wheel on a computer mouse. They would continue this for the entirety of the experiment. Each trial began with the response dot located at a random location ranging ±1 m from the correct distance.

There were 16 unique trials (4 Object × 2 Viewing Distance × 2 Dot Distance) sequentially randomized within a run. Each run was repeated four times per block (64 trials). Participants were given breaks after each block to minimize potential discomfort. There were six blocks per participant, for a total of 384 trials. After three blocks, the Viewing Orientation condition changed from Static to Dynamic or vice versa. The orientation tracking condition switched after three blocks (as opposed to alternating blocks) to decrease potential participant discomfort.

Results {#sec3-2}
-------

To analyze the warping effect, [@bib37] method of calculating the percent difference between reported and actual distance between dots was used. This measurement error is referred to as "warping" and "distortion" from this point forward, even when discussing the Control Object condition (which is a pure measurement independent of any other influencing stimuli). Positive distortion values indicate an overestimation of the distance, and negative values indicate the converse. The mean distortion was then calculated across all combinations of trial parameters for each subject.

### Approach and corrections {#sec3-2-1}

A 4 (Object: Rectangle, Separated Rectangle, Occluder, Control) × 2 (Viewing Distance: Near, Far) × 2 (Dot Distance: Small, Large) × 2 (Viewing Orientation: Dynamic, Static) repeated measures ANOVA was performed on the data to examine if there were differences in warping measurements for Objects at different levels of Viewing Distance, Dot Distance, and Visual Orientation. [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} shows the results of the ANOVA for each combination of factors. The assumption of sphericity was violated for the effect of Object, as assessed by Mauchly\'s test of sphericity, *p* \< .001. To address this, a Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied to the main effect and interaction effects of Object (see [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} for all epsilon values and corrections). All follow-up tests were performed with paired-samples *t* tests using Bonferroni correction.

###### 

[Experiment 2](#sec2){ref-type="sec"} ANOVA results. *Notes:* *df~Num~*, degrees of freedom numerator; *df~Den~*, degrees of freedom denominator; Epsilon, Greenhouse-Geisser multiplier for degrees of freedom, mean square error (*MSE*), and *p* values in the table incorporate this correction; *SS~Num~*, sum of squares numerator; *SS~Den~*, sum of squares denominator; *η~p~²*, partial eta-squared.

  Predictor                                                        *SS~Num~*   *SS~Den~*   *Epsilon*   *df~Num~*   *df~Den~*      *MSE*             *F*             *p* value           *η~p~^2^*
  ---------------------------------------------------------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- -------------- ----------------- --------------- ------------------- -----------
  Dot Distance                                                     12764.39    2861.46                 1           36             79.49             160.59          \<0.001             0.82
  Viewing Distance                                                 89.13       3168.85                 1           36             88.02             1.01            0.321               0.03
  Viewing Orientation                                              38.98       4208.98                 1           36             116.92            0.33            0.567               \<0.01
  Dot Distance × Viewing Distance                                  16.14       701.69                  1           36             19.49             0.83            0.369               0.02
  Dot Distance × Viewing Orientation                               26.74       400.88                  1           36             11.14             2.40            0.130               0.06
  Viewing Distance × Viewing Orientation                           13.74       802.82                  1           36             22.30             0.62            0.438               0.02
  Dot Distance × Viewing Distance × Viewing Orientation            5.92        372.80                  1           36             10.36             0.57            0.455               0.02
  Object                                                           17599.75    16819.84    0.76        3 (2.27)    108 (81.58)    155.74 (206.18)   37.67 (37.67)   \<0.001 (\<0.001)   0.51
  Object × Dot Distance                                            450.78      2418.08     0.92        3 (2.77)    108 (99.76)    22.39 (24.24)     6.71 (6.71)     \<0.001 (\<0.001)   0.16
  Object × Viewing Distance                                        179.49      1894.65     0.89        3 (2.67)    108 (96.08)    17.54 (19.72)     3.41 (3.41)     0.020 (0.025)       0.09
  Object × Viewing Orientation                                     84.05       2030.22     0.88        3 (2.63)    108 (94.69)    18.80 (21.44)     1.49 (1.49)     0.221 (0.226)       0.04
  Object × Dot Distance × Viewing Distance                         115.31      1245.76     0.86        3 (2.58)    108 (92.76)    11.53 (13.43)     3.33 (3.33)     0.022 (0.029)       0.08
  Object × Dot Distance × Viewing Orientation                      7.83        1449.60     0.96        3 (2.89)    108 (104.16)   13.42 (13.92)     0.19 (0.19)     0.900 (0.894)       \<0.01
  Object × Viewing Distance × Viewing Orientation                  75.34       1523.97     0.84        3 (2.51)    108 (90.36)    14.11 (16.86)     1.78 (1.78)     0.155 (0.165)       0.05
  Object × Dot Distance × Viewing Distance × Viewing Orientation   7.46        1441.89     0.99        3 (2.96)    108 (106.51)   13.35 (13.54)     0.19 (0.19)     0.906 (0.903)       \<0.01

### Analyses {#sec3-2-2}

[Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} highlights the means and standard deviations for each factor in the experiment. There was a significant main effect of Object, *p* \< .001, indicating mean differences in warping between the Control, Rectangle, Separated Rectangle, and Occluder conditions. Follow-up tests revealed that the warping measurement for the Rectangle was larger than that for the Control, mean difference = 8.773, *p* \< .001, Separated Rectangle, mean difference = 3.65, *p* \< .001, and Occluder, mean difference = 9.119, *p* \< .001. Similarly, warping was greater for the Separated Rectangle than the Control, mean difference = 5.122, *p* \< .001, and Occluder mean difference = 5.468, *p* \< .001. Surprisingly, there was no significant mean difference of warping measurement between the Occluder and Control, mean difference = −0.346, *p* = 1.00.

###### 

Results from [Experiment 2](#sec2){ref-type="sec"}. Means (*M*) and standard deviations (*SD*) for warping as a function of a 4 (object) × 2 (viewing distance) × 2 (dot distance) × 2 (visual orientation) design along with total number of participants included in analysis (*N*).

  Viewing distance   Far             Near                                                                                                            
  ------------------ --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- ----
  Control            0.48 (5.67)     0.27 (6.44)     3.82 (5.53)     4.61 (6.98)     −0.43 (8.41)    0.85 (7.60)     4.59 (7.50)     6.62 (7.50)      37
  Rectangle          8.23 (10.05)    8.51 (11.22)    14.18 (9.48)    16.00 (10.47)   8.14 (11.32)    8.61 (11.82)    14.21 (12.03)   14.82 (10.87)    37
  Separated                                                                                                                                          
   Rectangle         5.07 (12.51)    3.72 (12.28)    12.88 (12.22)   12.63 (13.86)   3.30 (13.27)    3.92 (12.80)    10.53 (12.15)   11.33 (12.49)    37
  Occluder           −1.19 (11.61)   −1.11 (12.00)   7.13 (12.90)    7.14 (11.84)    −1.11 (13.34)   −1.81 (12.47)   5.27 (13.36)    4.76 (11.19)     37

Examining the manipulations in VR, a significant main effect was observed for Distance, *p* \< .001, revealing larger mean warping measurements for the smaller dot spacings relative to the larger spacings. An interaction of Object by Dot Distance was observed, *p* \< .001. Follow-up tests revealed that warping for each object with large dot spacing was consistently less than warping for each object with small dot spacing respectively, all comparisons at least *p* \< .001 (see [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

![Box-plot comparison of object-based warping (percent measurement overestimate) in [Experiment 2](#sec2){ref-type="sec"} for each level of dot distance. Boxes represent quartile ranges, with the bisecting line representing the median response across participants. Whiskers represent the extent of individual participant responses, with diamonds highlighting outliers (based on 1.5× the interquartile range).](jovi-20-6-16-f004){#fig4}

No main effect was observed for Viewing Distance, *p* = .190. However, an interaction was observed for Object by Viewing Distance, *p* = .025, which revealed that the warping for the Separated Rectangle was greater when viewed at far distance, mean difference = 1.303, *p* = .045 (see [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). This finding is further complicated by a significant three-way interaction of Object, Dot Distance, and Viewing Distance, *p* = .029. This finding revealed that the distances were consistent at large dot spacings, but small dot spacings led to greater warping in Far Viewing Distances versus Near for the Separated Rectangle, mean difference = 1.83, *p* = .015 and Occluder, mean difference = 2.12, *p* = .011. Finally, there was no main effect of Viewing Orientation, *p* = .839.

![Box-plot comparison of object-based warping (percent measurement overestimate) in [Experiment 2](#sec2){ref-type="sec"} for each level of viewing distance. Boxes represent quartile ranges, with the bisecting line representing the median response across participants. Whiskers represent the extent of individual participant responses, with diamonds highlighting outliers (based on 1.5× the interquartile range).](jovi-20-6-16-f005){#fig5}

Discussion {#sec3-3}
----------

The current findings suggest that the warping effect is present in virtual environments. However, there was an unexpected finding in that the no-object (control) and occluder object had similar mean distortion across all factors. Properties of VR also seem to influence warping beyond the findings for Object. One of the most surprising observations was the similarity between Near and Far Viewing Distances across Objects. It was anticipated that greater distance from the stimuli would increase overestimation based on findings from Tiurina and [@bib35]. Instead, the effect of Objects was generally consistent for both distances, except for the separated rectangle. For the Dot Spacing manipulation, it was expected that warping would increase for small spacing compared with large spacing. This finding was observed consistently for comparisons between spacings for the same object, suggesting a general warping difference that depends on spatial relations between items. Finally, the lack of any significant differences between Visual Orientation manipulations was surprising. Updates to visual orientation were expected to provide additional depth cues, but it is difficult to determine if the addition of head movements in visual updates alters task demands.

The findings of [Experiment 2](#sec2){ref-type="sec"} present a complex interplay between VR and perception. Although object-based warping manifested in a VR environment, VR also elicited unexpected moderations of the effect. [Experiment 3](#sec4){ref-type="sec"} was designed to replicate and further examine these findings, while including a new response modality designed for VR.

Experiment 3 {#sec4}
============

[Experiment 2](#sec2){ref-type="sec"} was intended to examine if object-based warping could be observed in virtual environments. The present experiment was designed to replicate the findings of [Experiment 2](#sec2){ref-type="sec"}, and to determine whether the previous unexpected findings would persist with a new sample. Beyond a replication, this experiment was intended to explore how response modality might influence perception of the illusion by including a motion-tracked controller for participant response. The expectation in [Experiment 3](#sec4){ref-type="sec"} was that prior findings would replicate, although it was unclear how response modality may influence perceptual biases.

Methods {#sec4-1}
-------

### Participants {#sec4-1-1}

Twenty-five undergraduate students from the University of Nebraska--Lincoln participated in the study and received course credit for their participation. Eight participants were removed before analysis owing to equipment malfunctions and data loss. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were naïve to the purpose of the experiment which took place in a single 60-minute session. [Experiment 3](#sec4){ref-type="sec"} methods were approved by University of Nebraska-Lincoln\'s Institutional Review Board.

### Materials {#sec4-1-2}

The manipulations in [Experiment 3](#sec4){ref-type="sec"} were identical to those of [Experiment 2](#sec2){ref-type="sec"} except for Response Modality. For this experiment, an Oculus Touch controller was used by participants to make responses. The right-hand controller was used to avoid differences in response strategies for the response ball located on the right side of the VR environment.

### Procedure {#sec4-1-3}

Participants received identical instructions to [Experiment 2](#sec2){ref-type="sec"}, except for how to respond via the Oculus Touch controller. Participants were instructed that their hand location in space controlled the position of their response Dot, but only on the *Y*-axis. After placing the Dot at the estimated distance matching the static Dots, they were instructed to press the trigger button with their index finger to proceed to the next trial. As before, each trial began with the response ball located at a random location in the range of ±1 m from the correct distance. Participants were also asked to sit approximately 0.5 m from the desk they were seated to avoid hitting the desk with the controller.

Results {#sec4-2}
-------

### Approach and corrections {#sec4-2-1}

A 4 (Object: Rectangle, Separated Rectangle, Occluder, Control) × 2 (Viewing Distance: Near, Far) × 2 (Dot Distance: Small, Large) × 2 (Viewing Orientation: Dynamic, Static) repeated measures ANOVA was performed on the data to examine if there were statistically significant differences between warping measures at the different levels of Object, Viewing Distance, Dot Distance, and Visual Orientation. [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} shows the results of the ANOVA for each combination of factors. The assumption of sphericity was violated for the effect of Object, as assessed by Mauchly\'s test of sphericity, *p* = .048. To address this, a Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied to the main and interaction effects of Object (see [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} for all epsilon values and corrections). All follow-up tests were performed with paired-samples *t* tests using Bonferroni correction.

###### 

[Experiment 3](#sec4){ref-type="sec"} ANOVA results. *Note. df~Num~*, degrees of freedom numerator; *df~Den~*, degrees of freedom denominator; Epsilon, Greenhouse-Geisser multiplier for degrees of freedom, Mean Square Error (*MSE*), and *p* values in the table incorporate this correction; *SS~Num~*, sum of squares numerator; *SS~Den~*, sum of squares denominator; *η~p~²*, partial eta-squared.

  Predictor                                                        *SS~Num~*   *SS~Den~*   *Epsilon*   *df~Num~*   *df~Den~*    *MSE*            *F*             *p* value         *η~p~^2^*
  ---------------------------------------------------------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ------------ ---------------- --------------- ----------------- -----------
  Dot Distance                                                     8212.88     5671.22                 1           16           354.45           23.17           \<.001            0.59
  Viewing Distance                                                 46.53       2988.73                 1           16           186.80           0.25            0.625             0.02
  Viewing Orientation                                              2.12        93936.92                1           16           5871.06          \<0.01          0.985             \<0.01
  Dot Distance × Viewing Distance                                  1.74        1098.49                 1           16           68.66            0.03            0.876             \<0.01
  Dot Distance × Viewing Orientation                               40.63       1826.44                 1           16           114.15           0.36            0.559             0.02
  Viewing Distance × Viewing Orientation                           26.05       624.77                  1           16           39.05            0.67            0.426             0.04
  Dot Distance × Viewing Distance × Viewing Orientation            0.03        499.97                  1           16           31.25            \<0.01          0.975             \<0.01
  Object                                                           4155.98     4385.20     0.76        3 (2.28)    48 (36.48)   91.36 (120.21)   15.16 (15.16)   \<.001 (\<.001)   0.49
  Object × Dot Distance                                            130.44      1345.86     0.80        3 (2.40)    48 (38.44)   28.04 (35.01)    1.55 (1.55)     0.214 (0.222)     0.09
  Object × Viewing Distance                                        185.48      2126.40     0.83        3 (2.49)    48 (39.83)   44.30 (53.39)    1.40 (1.40)     0.256 (0.26)      0.08
  Object × Viewing Orientation                                     214.43      2821.85     0.75        3 (2.26)    48 (36.10)   58.79 (78.17)    1.22 (1.22)     0.314 (0.312)     0.07
  Object × Dot Distance × Viewing Distance                         51.75       3544.09     0.79        3 (2.38)    48 (38.09)   73.84 (93.04)    0.23 (0.23)     0.873 (0.829)     0.01
  Object × Dot Distance × Viewing Orientation                      202.13      2539.27     0.96        3 (2.88)    48 (46.11)   52.90 (55.07)    1.27 (1.27)     0.294 (0.294)     0.07
  Object × Viewing Distance × Viewing Orientation                  22.12       2374.81     0.83        3 (2.50)    48 (39.93)   49.48 (59.47)    0.15 (0.15)     0.93 (0.902)      \<0.01
  Object × Dot Distance × Viewing Distance × Viewing Orientation   62.50       2008.07     0.70        3 (2.11)    48 (33.84)   41.83 (59.34)    0.50 (0.50)     0.685 (0.622)     0.03

### Analyses {#sec4-2-2}

[Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} highlights the means and standard deviations for each factor in the experiment. There was again a significant main effect of Object, *p* \< .001. Follow-up tests revealed warping for Rectangle was greater than Control, mean difference = 6.72, *p* \< .002, and Occluder, mean difference = 5.96, *p* = .003, but not significantly different from the Separated Rectangle, mean difference = 2.08, *p* = .218. Similarly, warping was greater for the Separated Rectangle than the Control, mean difference = 4.65, *p* \< .001, and Occluder, mean difference = 3.88, *p* \< .009. There was still no significant difference in warping between Occluder and Control, mean difference = 0.76, *p* \> .99. There was also a significant main effect of Dot Distance, *p* \< .001, which indicated greater warping measurements for smaller dot distances than larger dot distances (see [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). No main effect was observed in the Viewing Distance, *p* = .625, or Viewing Orientation, *p* \< .001, conditions.

###### 

Results from [Experiment 3](#sec4){ref-type="sec"}. Means (*M*) and standard deviations (*SD*) for warping as a function of a 4 (object) × 2 (viewing distance) × 2 (dot distance) × 2 (visual orientation) design along with total number of participants included in analysis (*N*).

  Viewing distance   Far             Near                                                                                                           
  ------------------ --------------- --------------- -------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- ----
  Control            −1.73 (15.14)   −2.06 (18.95)   7.08 (19.85)   2.39 (16.00)    −4.05 (18.39)   −4.47 (12.99)   4.15 (18.02)    1.86 (20.27)     17
  Rectangle          3.23 (18.34)    3.53 (16.36)    9.51 (20.60)   10.44 (17.38)   3.15 (19.97)    4.28 (15.43)    11.82 (23.74)   10.98 (18.79)    17
  Separated                                                                                                                                         
   Rectangle         0.40 (17.15)    0.62 (15.37)    8.62 (20.41)   10.17 (14.94)   0.17 (18.69)    0.14 (19.07)    8.06 (21.05)    12.16 (17.08)    17
   Occluder          −2.77 (18.31)   −2.09 (18.46)   6.69 (22.19)   5.51 (18.81)    −4.75 (18.69)   −0.93 (19.93)   4.28 (22.93)    3.32 (17.99)     17

![Box-plot comparison of object-based warping (percent measurement overestimate) in [Experiment 3](#sec4){ref-type="sec"} for each level of dot distance. Boxes represent quartile ranges, with the bisecting line representing the median response across participants. Whiskers represent the extent of individual participant responses, with diamonds highlighting outliers (based on 1.5× the interquartile range).](jovi-20-6-16-f006){#fig6}

Discussion {#sec4-3}
----------

[Experiment 3](#sec4){ref-type="sec"} replicated all of the findings of [Experiment 2](#sec2){ref-type="sec"}, with the exception of not observing any of the previous interactions. One potential explanation for the lack of interactions could stem from the greater variance in warping attributable to response modality. This difference is presumed to be a result of using the Touch controllers, but this is difficult to verify with response being manipulated as a between-subject factor. As a result, [Experiment 4](#sec5){ref-type="sec"} was designed to include both response modalities as a within-subject manipulation for direct comparison. Furthermore, the continued lack of warping in the occluder object condition led to considerations of the stimulus design. In contrast with Vickery and Chun\'s 2D stimuli, the stationary dots in the current experiment are situated in a depth plane nearer the observer than the bounding object. Given that the occluding object also presents in this depth plane, one possibility is that the occluder and the orbs group with one another based on 3D proximity. If grouping with the bounding object is critical to produce the warping effect, this might explain why no warping effect was observed in Experiments 2 and 3. To address this question, a new object was added to the [Experiment 4](#sec5){ref-type="sec"} to examine whether object-based warping depends on perceiving a single object. If warping does depend on object singularity, then the new object should exhibit the effect.

Experiment 4 {#sec5}
============

The final experiment of this study sought to clarify a number of issues arising from the previous two VR experiments. First, why is the Occluder Object inhibiting the warping effect? Originally, there was no reason to suspect that warping would occur for only select Object types. In observing the effect in two experiments, it seems that certain characteristics of the stimuli are altering the percept where warping occurs. To test the hypothesis that the effect relies on the orbs grouping with the bounding object rather than a competing object in the same depth plane, a second occlusion object was created. This Object, called the Merged Occluder, was identical to the original Occluder Object, except that the white rectangle is on the same *Z* plane as the black rectangle. With this new Object, it was hypothesized that there will again be an effect of warping for the Object condition as the presentation may be more akin to Vickery and Chun\'s 2D displays.

In addition to updating the Objects, [Experiment 4](#sec5){ref-type="sec"} also sought to directly determine the influence of Response Modality as a within-subjects factor. This condition allows a direct comparison between Mouse responses and Touch Controller responses to determine how Response Modality changes the perception of warping. Based on findings in [Experiments 2](#sec3){ref-type="sec"} and [3](#sec3){ref-type="sec"}, greater variance was expected in Touch Controller responses compared with Mouse responses.

Methods {#sec5-1}
-------

### Participants {#sec5-1-1}

Thirty-one undergraduate students from the University of Nebraska--Lincoln participated in the study and received course credit for their participation. Two participants were removed before analysis owing to equipment malfunctions and data loss. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were naïve to the purpose of the experiment, which took place in a single 60-minute session. [Experiment 4](#sec5){ref-type="sec"} methods were approved by University of Nebraska-Lincoln\'s Institutional Review Board.

### Materials {#sec5-1-2}

[Experiment 4](#sec5){ref-type="sec"} used identical stimuli as [Experiments 2](#sec3){ref-type="sec"} and [3](#sec3){ref-type="sec"}, with the addition of a fifth Object condition, the Merged Occluder ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A, bottom row). This Object was constructed of the same shapes as the Occluder Object, but the rectangles (white and black) were placed on the same *Z* coordinate. The component rectangles were drawn such that the white rectangle, while on the same plane as the black rectangle, was visible across the black rectangle\'s midline. Another addition to this experiment is the within-participant comparison of Response Modalities (Mouse and Touch Controller). Response Modality was counterbalanced between the first and second halves of the experiment with order counterbalanced across participants.

### Procedure {#sec5-1-3}

Participants received task instructions identical to [Experiments 2](#sec3){ref-type="sec"} and [3](#sec3){ref-type="sec"}. For response, they were instructed in how to use their first Response Modality (Mouse/Touch controller), then after the second block they were instructed in how to use the other response device. Participants were also asked to sit approximately 1.5 ft from the desk when they were using the Touch controller.

The task in [Experiment 4](#sec5){ref-type="sec"} was identical to [Experiments 2](#sec3){ref-type="sec"} and [3](#sec3){ref-type="sec"}. There were 20 unique trials (5 Object × 2 Viewing Distance × 2 Dot Distance) sequentially randomized within a run. Each run was repeated four times per block (80 trials). Participants were offered breaks after each block to minimize task fatigue (there were no prior reports of discomfort, but multiple reports of fatigue in task). Trials were increased to accommodate a four-block design wherein each block was assigned one of the Viewing Orientation conditions (Static/Dynamic) and orders were counterbalanced across participants. Response Modality was switched after the second block. There was a total of 320 trials over a maximum time of 60 minutes.

Results {#sec5-2}
-------

### Approach and corrections {#sec5-2-1}

A 4 (Object: Rectangle, Separated Rectangle, Occluder, Control) × 2 (Response Modality: Mouse, Touch) × 2 (Viewing Distance: Near, Far) × 2 (Dot Distance: Small, Large) × 2 (Viewing Orientation: Dynamic, Static) repeated measures ANOVA was performed on the data to examine if there were statistically significant differences between warping measures at the different levels of Object, Viewing Distance, Dot Distance, and Visual Orientation. The assumption of sphericity was violated for the effect of Object, as assessed by Mauchly\'s Test of Sphericity, *p* \< .001. To address this, a Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied to the main and interaction effects of Object (see [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"} for all epsilon values and corrections). All follow-up tests were performed with paired-samples *t* tests using Bonferroni correction.

###### 

[Experiment 4](#sec5){ref-type="sec"} ANOVA results. *Note. df~Num~*, degrees of freedom numerator; *df~Den~*, degrees of freedom denominator; Epsilon, Greenhouse-Geisser multiplier for degrees of freedom, mean square error (*MSE*), and *p* values in the table incorporate this correction; *SS~Num~*, sum of squares numerator; *SS~Den~*, sum of squares denominator; *η~p~²*, partial eta-squared.

  Predictor                                                                            *SS~Num~*   *SS~Den~*    *Epsilon*   *df~Num~*    *df~Den~*    *MSE*             *F*     *p* value           *η~p~^2^*
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- -------------- ----------------- ------- ------------------- -----------
  Response Modality                                                                    f           176073.08                    1            28       6288.32           0.02    0.885               \<0.01
  Dot Distance                                                                         26328.75    13315.00                     1            28       475.54            55.37   \<0.001             0.66
  Viewing Distance                                                                     640.36      17264.22                     1            28       616.58            1.04    0.317               0.04
  Viewing Orientation                                                                  49797.83    178044.77                    1            28       6358.74           7.83    0.009               0.22
  Response Modality × Dot Distance                                                     539.95      4154.38                      1            28       148.37            3.64    0.067               0.12
  Response Modality × Viewing Distance                                                 31.38       3540.41                      1            28       126.44            0.25    0.622               \<0.01
  Response Modality × Viewing Orientation                                              48247.95    183556.45                    1            28       6555.59           7.36    0.011               0.21
  Dot distance × Viewing Distance                                                      684.51      2958.01                      1            28       105.64            6.48    0.017               0.19
  Dot distance × Viewing Orientation                                                   388.88      6155.82                      1            28       219.85            1.77    0.194               0.06
  Viewing Distance × Viewing Orientation                                               45.65       3129.47                      1            28       111.77            0.41    0.528               0.01
  Response Modality × Dot Distance × Viewing Distance                                  142.20      3110.04                      1            28       111.07            1.28    0.267               0.04
  Response Modality × Dot Distance × Viewing Orientation                               523.02      2696.48                      1            28       96.30             5.43    0.027               0.16
  Response Modality × Viewing Distance × Viewing Orientation                           49.84       3876.48                      1            28       138.45            0.36    0.553               0.01
  Dot Distance × Viewing Distance × Viewing Orientation                                20.87       1400.11                      1            28       50.00             0.42    0.524               0.01
  Response Modality × Dot Distance × Viewing Distance × Viewing Orientation            66.98       2026.18                      1            28       72.36             0.93    0.344               0.03
  Object                                                                               33499.41    28158.81       0.65      4 (2.61)    112 (73.01)   251.42 (385.67)   33.31   \<0.001 (\<0.001)   0.54
  Object × Response Modality                                                           405.17      10669.29       0.86      4 (3.43)    112 (96.07)   95.26 (111.06)    1.06    0.378 (0.374)       0.04
  Object × Dot Distance                                                                329.20      10446.13       0.88      4 (3.51)    112 (98.23)   93.27 (106.35)    0.88    0.477 (0.466)       0.03
  Object × Viewing Distance                                                            546.54      13994.36       0.71      4 (2.86)    112 (80.02)   124.95 (174.89)   1.09    0.363 (0.355)       0.04
  Object × Viewing Orientation                                                         222.03      10712.75       0.89      4 (3.55)    112 (99.34)   95.65 (107.84)    0.58    0.678 (0.657)       0.02
  Object × Response Modality × Dot Distance                                            125.88      12453.78       0.83      4 (3.31)    112 (92.67)   111.19 (134.39)   0.28    0.888 (0.856)       0.01
  Object × Response Modality × Viewing Distance                                        252.56      9715.32        0.87      4 (3.49)    112 (97.84)   86.74 (99.30)     0.73    0.575 (0.557)       0.03
  Object × Response Modality × Viewing Orientation                                     361.90      10930.42       0.90      4 (3.61)    112 (100.98)  97.59 (108.25)    0.93    0.451 (0.444)       0.03
  Object × Dot Distance × Viewing Distance                                             128.91      9901.02        0.89      4 (3.58)    112 (100.11)  88.40 (98.90)     0.36    0.833 (0.813)       0.01
  Object × dot Distance × Viewing Orientation                                          825.72      10626.71       0.79      4 (3.14)    112 (88.05)   94.88 (120.69)    2.18    0.076 (0.094)       0.07
  Object × Viewing Distance × Viewing Orientation                                      310.81      7579.29        0.87      4 (3.49)    112 (97.72)   67.67 (77.57)     1.15    0.338 (0.337)       0.04
  Object × Response Modality × Dot Distance × Viewing Distance                         139.74      6701.16        0.88      4 (3.53)    112 (98.82)   59.83 (67.81)     0.58    0.675 (0.654)       0.02
  Object × Response Modality × Dot Distance × Viewing Orientation                      139.76      10353.35       0.84      4 (3.36)    112 (94.14)   92.44 (109.97)    0.38    0.824 (0.791)       0.01
  Object × Response Modality × Viewing Distance × Viewing Orientation                  421.67      8104.46        0.83      4 (3.30)    112 (92.45)   72.36 (87.66)     1.46    0.220 (0.229)       0.05
  Object × Dot Distance × Viewing Distance × Viewing Orientation                       284.53      10696.58       0.85      4 (3.39)    112 (94.97)   95.51 (112.64)    0.74    0.563 (0.543)       0.03
  Object × Response Modality × Dot Distance × Viewing Distance × Viewing Orientation   359.02      10354.76       0.84      4 (3.37)    112 (94.37)   92.45 (109.72)    0.97    0.427 (0.417)       0.03

### Analyses {#sec5-2-2}

[Table 6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"} shows the means and standard deviations for each factor in the experiment. There was a significant main effect of Object, *p* \< .001. Importantly, follow-up tests revealed warping occurred for the Merged Occluder, with similar measurements to the Rectangle, mean difference = −1.96, *p* = .895, and greater measurements than the Separated Rectangle, mean difference = 1.65, *p* = .016, Occluder, mean difference = 6.57, *p* \< .001, and Control, mean difference = 7.92, *p* \< .001. The Rectangle exhibited the most warping again, with greater measurements than the Separated Rectangle, mean difference = 3.61, *p* = .002, Occluder, mean difference = 8.53, *p* \< .001, and Control, mean difference = 9.88, *p* \< .001, conditions. Warping was again greater for the Separated Rectangle relative to the Control, mean difference = 6.27, *p* \< .001, and Occluder, mean difference = 4.92, *p* \< .001. There was still no observed difference of warping between the Occluder and Control, mean difference = 1.35, *p* \> .99.

###### 

Results from [Experiment 4](#sec5){ref-type="sec"}. Means (*M*) and standard deviations (*SD*) for warping as a function of a 4 (object) × 2 (viewing distance) × 2 (dot distance) × 2 (visual orientation) × 2 (response modality) design along with total number of participants included in analysis (*N*)

  Viewing distance   Far                   Near                                                                                                                            
  ------------------ --------------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- --------------- ----
  Mouse              Control               −0.23 (5.89)    −0.74 (5.26)    4.63 (5.97)     3.37 (6.82)     −0.38 (7.73)    −0.61 (9.38)    3.36 (8.53)     4.15 (10.31)     29
                     Rectangle             9.39 (11.14)    9.39 (11.32)    16.26 (9.45)    16.17 (11.73)   9.27 (13.24)    6.18 (9.43)     13.38 (8.91)    12.12 (10.69)    29
                     Separated Rectangle   6.27 (14.42)    6.10 (13.14)    13.43 (13.04)   13.98 (15.84)   6.34 (13.28)    5.06 (10.91)    10.09 (12.73)   11.21 (11.12)    29
                     Occluder              −0.18 (11.06)   1.12 (12.09)    8.14 (12.64)    6.79 (13.58)    −0.57 (11.16)   0.59 (12.23)    6.84 (10.25)    4.70 (9.27)      29
                     Merged Occluder       7.31 (15.29)    7.89 (16.35)    13.91 (12.97)   13.28 (15.27)   7.02 (12.02)    6.50 (11.20)    10.61 (11.27)   14.76 (13.63)    29
  Touch Controller   Control               6.04 (23.96)    −7.61 (26.04)   13.22 (31.14)   −0.50 (30.53)   8.09 (23.59)    −7.66 (25.12)   17.13 (31.59)   −4.99 (29.27)    29
                     Rectangle             16.40 (28.44)   1.63 (23.09)    28.30 (34.98)   10.20 (28.58)   17.69 (23.93)   0.96 (25.38)    24.77 (32.77)   3.21 (31.63)     29
                     Separated Rectangle   12.94 (23.31)   −5.93 (26.59)   23.87 (32.92)   1.37 (29.06)    14.89 (24.51)   −5.75 (24.19)   18.98 (31.66)   4.72 (28.96)     29
                     Occluder              7.73 (28.85)    −8.56 (28.94)   19.82 (33.11)   −4.35 (30.04)   8.85 (22.38)    −6.19 (26.52)   19.41 (31.28)   −5.24 (27.48)    29
                     Merged Occluder       14.47 (25.34)   −2.92 (26.16)   26.88 (29.16)   8.22 (34.03)    14.00 (24.22)   −3.05 (26.10)   23.42 (34.86)   1.62 (27.56)     29

Furthermore, there was a significant main effect of Dot Distance, *p* \< .001, with greater warping in the small spacing compared with larger spacing ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). While there was no main effect of Viewing Distance, *p* = .317, there was an interaction of Viewing Distance by Dot Distance, *p* = 0.017. Follow-up tests revealed that warping was greater for small dot spacings when observed at farther distances than at closer distances (see [Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Surprisingly, there was also a main effect observed for Viewing Orientation, *p* = .009, where the Dynamic condition exhibited greater warping (see [Figure 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). Although no main effect was observed for Response Modality, *p* = .885, there was an interaction of Viewing Orientation by Response Modality, *p* = .011 (see [Figure 10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}). Follow-up tests revealed that when using the Touch controller, warping was greater in Dynamic than Static Viewing Orientation, mean difference = 18.39, *p* = .010. This was not the case for the mouse condition, which showed no difference in warping between Dynamic and Static Viewing Orientations, mean difference = 0.15, *p* = .872. Finally, a three-way interaction was observed for Dot Distance, Viewing Orientation, and Response Modality, *p* = 0.027, which showed that---although warping was greater on trials with small dot spacings than large dot spacings in general---there was a greater difference between small and large dot spacings, mean difference = 9.47, *p* \< .001, on trials with Touch controller responses and dynamically oriented displays compared with statically oriented displays, mean difference = 5.93, *p* \< .001.

![Box-plot comparison of object-based warping (percent measurement overestimate) in [Experiment 4](#sec5){ref-type="sec"} for each level of dot distance. Boxes represent quartile ranges, with the bisecting line representing the median response across participants. Whiskers represent the extent of individual participant responses, with diamonds highlighting outliers (based on 1.5× the interquartile range).](jovi-20-6-16-f007){#fig7}

![Box-plot comparison of object-based warping (percent measurement overestimate) in [Experiment 4](#sec5){ref-type="sec"} for each level of viewing distance. Boxes represent quartile ranges, with the bisecting line representing the median response across participants. Whiskers represent the extent of individual participant responses, with diamonds highlighting outliers (based on 1.5× the interquartile range).](jovi-20-6-16-f008){#fig8}

![Box-plot comparison of object-based warping (percent measurement overestimate) in [Experiment 4](#sec5){ref-type="sec"} for each level of viewing orientation. Boxes represent quartile ranges, with the bisecting line representing the median response across participants. Whiskers represent the extent of individual participant responses, with diamonds highlighting outliers (based on 1.5× the interquartile range).](jovi-20-6-16-f009){#fig9}

![Box-plot comparison of object-based warping (percent measurement overestimate) in [Experiment 4](#sec5){ref-type="sec"} for each level of response modality. Boxes represent quartile ranges, with the bisecting line representing the median response across participants. Whiskers represent the extent of individual participant responses, with diamonds highlighting outliers (based on 1.5× the interquartile range).](jovi-20-6-16-f010){#fig10}

Discussion {#sec5-3}
----------

In the first two VR experiments, warping was not observed in the occluder object condition. In contrast, warping was observed with a merged occluder in the present experiment, implying that warping is altered based on grouping owing to proximity in depth. This finding is striking given the resemblance of the objects and reveals the role that depth cues play in object perception. It is also noteworthy that Viewing Distance seemed to have little impact on the effect, suggesting object-based warping occurs independent of object-distance perception. Although differences were observed between response modalities, these only occurred in combination with other factors, namely, Viewing Orientation and Dot Distance. The primary reason for these differences seems to stem from use of Touch controllers with a dynamic viewing orientation leading to greater error. These findings provide insight to the results of the first two VR experiments and suggest that the warping effect is persistent, even with the introduction of more naturalistic viewing conditions.

Conclusions {#sec6}
===========

The present study addressed whether prior 2D object-based warping effects occur in 3D presentations while exploring critical considerations for research in 3D environments and VR. Specifically, we asked whether the warping effect is observable under naturalistic conditions? After repeated tests, it is apparent that object-based warping occurs with 3D objects in natural and VR environments. The spatial distortion associated with an occluded object was the only tested example that apparently differed between 2D and 3D displays. The inclusion of a Merged Occluder provided evidence that the effect seen in Vickery and Chun\'s work depends on the measurement in a single plane of depth. The addition of depth cues to the occluder---suggesting different depth planes---resulted in no signs of warping. Our interpretation of the results is that grouping effects---owing to proximity in depth---modulate object-based warping.

The basis for this assertion comes from the small, yet informative, difference between the visual cues of the occluding objects. Specifically, three features distinguish the white rectangle\'s location relative to the black rectangle (see [Figure 11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}). First, visible overlap of the white rectangle\'s bottom face on the black rectangle suggests proximal occlusion. When there is no overlapping bottom face, white and black rectangles seem to be aligned in depth. Second, the inside corners where white and black rectangles meet, cues the viewer to distinguish overlap or intersection based on how they connect---perpendicularly (as an occlusion) or diagonally (as a joint surfaces). Finally, the center alignment of the white rectangle anchors it to the black rectangle or the dots. These combined cues seem to separate---or bind---the white and black rectangles.

![Close up view of items in the Occluder (top) and Merged-Occluder (bottom) conditions. Appearance of the white-rectangle\'s bottom-face, perpendicular meeting points on the inside corners, and offset of each rectangles center suggest they exist on different depth planes.](jovi-20-6-16-f011){#fig11}

Although the difference between the original occluder object and merged occluder object are apparent in the near condition, those differences become minimal in the far condition (see [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B for a comparison). The difference in warping seems to relate to item grouping: the dots group with either the retinotopic image or the perceptual experience. This finding is consistent with the view of [@bib25] and others, that grouping occurs based on perception of scene structure rather than retinotopic arrangements. For example, when grouping 2D arrays of luminous beads, participants grouped beads based on distance in depth as opposed to proximity in retinotopic space ([@bib28]). Similarly, [@bib23] found evidence that object recognition under occlusion occurs early in the visual cortex. As participants observe the occluder, potentially they see the dots group to the white rectangle only when it is clearly separate from the black rectangle. Although a minor distinction, subtle depth cues seem to play a key role on the warping effect.

Although the present findings extend our understanding of object-based warping ([@bib37]), they cannot speak directly to numerous other factors of perception. The present study prioritized stimuli that previously elicited the strongest effect of warping (rectangle, separated rectangle, occluder) to determine if the effect changes when scaled up to a more naturalistic viewing experience. By subsampling the stimuli from the original study, other factors of perception which could impact object-based warping (e.g., illusory contoured shapes) were absent from the present study. It will be important going forward to examine object-based warping in 3D with other stimuli to determine the limitations of this effect, particularly in light of the unanticipated findings.

Object-based warping bears similarities to a number of size-based illusions. Findings of illusory distortions and errors relating to size judgments have been shown both within basic shapes ([@bib14]), as well as between shapes of different sizes (the Ebbinghaus illusion; [@bib18]) and contexts (the Delboeuf illusion; [@bib5]). In the Künnapas study, the length of a line is perceived to decrease as its surrounding context shape (a square) increases. Similarly, the Ebbinghaus and Delboeuf illusions involve the perception of decreasing size for a target shape when surrounded by larger context shape(s). These size illusions show decreases in the perceived size of target measurements when the surrounding context is larger. Although parallels exist between these illusions and object-based warping, results are not consistent. The original warping study\'s Discussion and Conclusion section reported an additional experiment testing the manipulation of rectangle size (small vs. large) and found no difference in the magnitude of the warping effect ([@bib37], pp. 1762--1763). This finding further differentiates warping from similar size illusions, suggesting that object-based warping comes from a different aspect of perceptual judgments and is not due to relative size judgments. Future studies should examine the similarities and differences between warping and other size illusions to dissociate the origins of these potentially related but distinct errors of perception.

In addition to object-based warping, the current study examined aspects of naturalistic research that may be relevant to future research. Although there is increased interest in VR research, few systematic investigations have been performed to determine how VR technology alters both perception and performance. Our results suggest that naturalistic studies (like [Experiment 1](#sec2){ref-type="sec"}) translate to artificial environments in VR and this will be an important consideration going forward.

The manipulations in VR were used to gain insight on object-based warping. Dot Distance was intrinsically related to multiple properties of VR (egocentric distance measurement, shading, spatial location), yet there was a consistent reduction of warping for larger dot spacings. These findings could be explained by studies of spatial compression within virtual environments ([@bib21]; [@bib30]; [@bib34]; [@bib38]; [@bib39]; [@bib40]; [@bib41]). These studies suggest that spatial compression occurs for larger dot spacings. Although a small manipulation, dot spacing highlights the subtle changes that impact the warping effect in VR.

A unique aspect of this study involved the use of head orientation in display updates. When initially setting out to use virtual environments for perceptual research, it was unclear whether head movements should be used when comparing results with a typical 2D study. [Experiments 1](#sec1){ref-type="sec"}, [2](#sec2){ref-type="sec"}, and [3](#sec3){ref-type="sec"} suggest that there is no difference, whereas [Experiment 4](#sec5){ref-type="sec"} found typically larger measurement errors with head movements. Although the effect of head movements is small, it deserves further investigation to determine when to apply head movements in translational research.

Finally, response modality was manipulated in the present study as it relates to object-based warping. Although the primary tools of computer-based research are keyboards and mice, VR technology provides a convenient integration of naturalistic response modalities. The present study\'s findings suggest that the Touch controllers increased response variance compared with a standard mouse. When directly comparing the Touch controller and mouse in [Experiment 4](#sec5){ref-type="sec"}, there were similar response means, but the Touch controller had a noticeably greater response variance. Interestingly, when examining the influence of Viewing Orientation and Response Modality together, the warping effect was exaggerated for Touch responses in a Dynamic viewing environment and diminished in a Static viewing environment. This observation was not seen in the mouse-based trials, suggesting a unique interaction of vision and action. To that end, the present findings also add to the literature on changes in responses based on the interaction of vision and proprioception ([@bib1]; [@bib9]; [@bib10]; [@bib20]; [@bib26]; [@bib31]). Recently, attention in this field focuses on the different neural systems at play in visually guided response. Specifically, the literature suggests that responses made with hands near the visual stimuli make use of the magnocellular visual pathway and lead to faster responses---but lower accuracy---whereas hands far from visual stimuli utilize the parvocellular visual pathway and have greater spatial accuracy at the expense of slower response times ([@bib1]; [@bib9]; [@bib10]). The findings from [Experiment 4](#sec5){ref-type="sec"} are consistent with this notion, showing that combined information of hand location and head orientation lead to increased spatial measurement error compared with the static viewing environment. These differences suggest that different visual pathways may be relied on, depending on the level of immersion participants experience in virtual environments. This topic should be tested further to determine the extent which action can impact research in VR.

The current study examined several considerations in translating a robust 2D illusion to both physical and virtual 3D presentations, while laying the groundwork for future studies of perception and action in VR. The findings of this study suggest that object-based warping is a powerful phenomenon that can be observed in natural settings. Even with a variety of visual properties the warping effect is present. These results also provide broad implications in experimental design choices for VR. Future studies should be cognizant of the stimuli presentation parameters in VR development, along with plans for repeated replications within-study. Together, these findings provide a stepping-stone for translating powerful laboratory-based studies in perception to natural environments.
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